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Abstract
In this paper we make a detailed and self-contained study of the conformal
Gauss map. Then, starting from the seminal work of R. Bryant [5] and the notion of
conformal Gauss map, we recover many fundamental properties of Willmore surfaces.
We also get new results like some characterizations of minimal and constant mean
curvature (CMC) surfaces in term of their conformal Gauss map behavior.
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1 Introduction
The following is primarily concerned with the study of the Moebius geometry of
surfaces through the lense of the conformal Gauss map. This generalization of the
osculating circles (see example 3.1 for a proper definition) arose as a more relevant
tool for conformal geometry than the classical Gauss map. Present as early as 1923
in G. Thomsen’s works (see [23]), it proved a precious auxiliary in the understanding
of Willmore surfaces.
Given a Riemann surface Σ and an immersion Φ : Σ→ R3 of first fundamental
form g, of Gauss map ~n, of mean curvature H and tracefree second fundamental
form A˚, its Willmore energy is defined as
W (Φ) =
∫
Σ
H2dvolg.
Willmore surfaces are critical points of the Willmore energy. They satisfy the Will-
more equation :
W(Φ) := ∆H +
∣∣A˚∣∣2H = 0.
The Willmore energy was already under scrutiny in the XIXth century in the
study of elastic plates, but to our knowledge W. Blaschke was the first to state (see
[3]) its invariance by conformal diffeomorphisms of R3 (which was later rediscovered
by T. Willmore, see [24]) and to study it in the context of conformal geometry.
This invariance by conformal diffeomorphisms is key in studying Willmore surfaces.
Indeed T. Rivie`re introduced conservation laws satisfied by Willmore immersions
(see (7.15), (7.16) and (7.30c) in [22]) and the corresponding conserved quantities.
Y. Bernard then showed (see [2]) that these quantites were a consequence of the
invariance of W . We will denote them Vtra, Vrot, Vdil and Vinv, corresponding re-
spectively to translations, rotations, dilations and inversions (see theorem 4.1 for
the precise definition). These conserved quantities take center stage in T. Rivie`re’s
proof of the regularity of Willmore surfaces (see [20]). W. Blaschke also found out,
and R. Bryant rediscovered in [5], that Φ(Σ) is a Willmore surface if and only if its
conformal Gauss map Y is a minimal branched immersion. In essence the confor-
mal Gauss map is to Willmore surfaces what the Gauss map is to Constant Mean
Curvature (CMC) surfaces.
The exploitation of this link has proved fruitful numerous times. For instance
R. Bryant introduced the holomorphic quartic Q = 〈Yzz , Yzz〉dz4 and showed in his
seminal work [5] that Willmore spheres were in fact inversions of minimal surfaces
(see also Eschenburg’s lecture notes [10]). The resulting classification of Willmore
spheres has far reaching consequences. A. Michelat and T. Rivie`re later extended
it to branched Willmore spheres in [16]. On a somewhat different register F. He´lein
used integrable systems on the conformal Gauss map to induce a Weierstrass repre-
sentation of Willmore immersions (see [11] or [12] for a simplified look). From this
he extracted a necessary condition for a Willmore immersion to be the conformal
2
transform of a minimal immersion in R3, S3 or H3, see theorem 10 in [11]. However
due to the non-explicit nature of his Weierstrass data, what this condition exactly
entails remains somewhat unclear.
Determining necessary and sufficient conditions for a surface to be the conformal
transform of a minimal (or CMC) surface in one of the three models (R3, S3 or H3)
is in fact another application of the notions surrounding the conformal Gauss map
and Bryant’s functional. Several results offering an interesting panorama revolved
around the notion of isothermic immersion. For instance we refer the reader to F.
Burstall, F. Pedit and U. Pinkall’s work in [6], while combining theorem 2.2 in B.
Palmer’s work [18] (attributed to G. Thomsen) and theorem 4.4 in [4] (attributed
to private communications from K. Voss) yields the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Let Φ : D → R3 be a smooth conformal immersion. We assume
that Φ has no umbilic points. Φ is the conformal transform of a CMC immersion
in one of the three models if and only if Q is holomorphic and Φ is isothermic1.
Our aim will be threefold. First we intend to offer an organic, self-contained
and comprehensive view of the notions orbiting around the conformal Gauss map
while formulating them for immersions in the three studied models : R3, S3 and
H3. Section 2 and 3 will be devoted to this endeavour. Our study will yield two
notable results. First is a description of the action on the model spaces of elements in
SO(4, 1) through conformal diffeomorphisms, as shown by the following proposition.
Proposition 1.2. SO(4, 1) acts transitively through conformal diffeomorphisms on
R3 ∪ {∞} and S3. More precisely :
• Let M ∈ SO(4, 1) and X ∈ S3 ⊂ R4. Then the action of M on X is given by :
M.X =
V◦
V5
where
V =M
(
X
1
)
=
(
V◦
V5
)
.
• Let M ∈ SO(4, 1) and x ∈ R3. Then the action of M on x is given by :
M.x =
y⋄
y5 − y4
where
y =M


x
|x|2−1
2
|x|2+1
2

 =

y⋄y4
y5

 .
Second goal of the paper is a geometric characterization of the conformal Gauss
map for conformally CMC immersions. More precisely, we say that Φ : D → R3
(respectively X : D→ S3, Z : D→ H3) is conformally CMC (respectively minimal)
if and only if there exists a conformal diffeomorphism ϕ of R3 ∪ {∞} (respectively
S3, H3) such that ϕ ◦ Φ (respectively ϕ ◦ X , ϕ ◦ Z) has constant mean curvature
(respectively is minimal) in R3 (respectively S3, H3). We have the following theorem.
1see Definition 4.4 for a precise definition
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Theorem 1.3. Let Φ be a smooth conformal immersion from D to R3, and X
(respectively Z) its representation in S3 (respectively H3) through π (respectively
π˜)2. Let Y be its conformal Gauss map. We assume the set of umbilic points of Φ
(or equivalently, see (71) and (84), X or Z) to be nowhere dense. Then
• Φ is conformally CMC (respectively minimal) in R3 if and only if Y lies in an
affine (respectively linear) hyperplane of R4,1 with lightlike normal.
• X is conformally CMC (respectively minimal) in S3 if and only if Y lies in an
affine (respectively linear) hyperplane of R4,1 with timelike normal.
• Z is conformally CMC (respectively minimal) in H3 if and only if Y lies in an
affine (respectively linear) hyperplane of R4,1 with spacelike normal.
Parts of theorem 1.3 (concerning immersions in R3) can be found in [18] or in
[7] in arbitrary codimension. A notable part of section 2 and 3, dedicated to those
results, will be based on J-H. Eschenburg’s and B. Palmer’s previous surveys (re-
spectively [10] and[18]).
We will then address how one can further study Willmore immersions through
conformal maps. We will show that the conserved quantities Vtra, Vrot, Vdil and Vinv
can be read on a matrix based on the conformal Gauss map and its invariances,
thanks to the following theorem.
Theorem 1.4. Let Φ : D→ R3 be a Willmore immersion, conformal, of conformal
Gauss map Y . Let
µ =
(∇YiYj − Yi∇Yj) = ∇Y Y T − Y∇Y T .
Then
2µ =


U −Vtra−Vinv2 Vtra+Vinv2(
Vtra−Vinv
2
)T
0 Vdil
− (Vinv+Vtra2 )T −Vdil 0


where Vtra, Vdil, Vrot and Vinv are defined in theorem 36 and
U =

 0 −V˜rot 3 V˜rot 2V˜rot 3 0 −V˜rot 1
−V˜rot 2 V˜rot 1 0


with V˜rot = Vrot + 2∇⊥~n.
This result can be applied to the interplay of the conserved quantities, and
provides an alternate proof of a result by A. Michelat and T. Rivie`re in [16].
Corollary 1.1. Let Φ : D→ R3 be a Willmore immersion, conformal, of conformal
Gauss map Y . Let ι : x 7→ x|x|2 be the inversion at the origin. Let V∗,ι be the
conserved quantity corresponding to the transformation ∗ for ι ◦ Φ. Then
Vtra, ι = Vinv
Vinv, ι = Vtra
Vdil, ι = −Vdil
V˜rot, ι = V˜rot.
2see subsection 2.6 for the precise assessment of the representations in the three models, and subsection
2.1 for the definition of the projections pi and p˜i.
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Finally we will study conformally CMC surfaces using a moving frame for the
conformal Gauss map. This will yield a notable improvement of theorem 1, that we
frame in the more elegant framework of immersions in S3.
Theorem 1.5. Let X be a smooth conformal immersion from D to S3, and Φ
(respectively Z) its representation in R3 (respectively H3) through π (respectively π˜).
We assume that X (or equivalently, see (71) and (84), Φ or Z) has no umbilic point.
One of the representation of X is conformally CMC in its ambiant space if and only
if Q is holomorphic and X is isothermic. More precisely (WS3(X))2 − ω2e−4ΛQ is
then necessarily real and
• Φ is conformally CMC (respectively minimal) in R3 if and only if
(WS3(X))2 − ω2e−4ΛQ = 0.
• X is conformally CMC (respectively minimal) in S3 if and only if
(WS3(X))2 − ω2e−4ΛQ < 0.
• Z is conformally CMC (respectively minimal) in H3 if and only if
(WS3(X))2 − ω2e−4ΛQ > 0.
In particular, conformally minimal immersions satisfy WS3(X) = 0.
In the previous theorem WS3(X) = 0 is the Willmore equation of immersions
in S3 (see (94) for a definition and to see it arise organically), ω is the tracefree
curvature of X and Λ its conformal factor. While the three conditions were all
expressed in terms of immersions in S3, similar ones could be drawn in terms of
immersions in R3 or H3. We have excluded the case of euclidean spheres (since our
immersions are assumed to have no umbilic points) which are both CMC in R3 and
in S3. This is due to the degenerescence of the conformal Gauss map at umbilic
points.
The added value here is that we can point out in which space the immersion
is CMC and that we show ω2Q to be real whenever the immersion is isothermic.
More interestingly ω2Q ∈ R can itself be replaced by the weaker ω2Q holomorphic.
Indeed if ω2Q = ϕ is holomorphic, ω2Q
ϕ
= 1 ∈ R with Q
ϕ
holomorphic, meaning
that by definition X is isothermic, and thus, according to the theorem, conformally
CMC. Moreover since X is conformally CMC, once more according to the theorem,
necessarily ω2Q ∈ R.
This can be somewhat put in perspective with a discussion in section 5 of [11].
In this article F. He´lein derives a (non explicit) Weierstrass formula for Willmore
surfaces (see also J. Dorfmeister and P. Wang’s work in [7] for another viewpoint
and a comparison with He´lein’s results), and discusses a particular subcase, giving a
characterization of conformally minimal surfaces in terms of his Weierstrass data. In
this characterization one is a real constant whose sign determines in which space the
immersion is conformally minimal, and bears striking resemblance to Q in isothermic
coordinates. While we cannot, due to the non-explicit nature of the Weierstrass
formula, state that ν is in fact linked to Q, the aforementioned similarities do suggest
so. Such an identification would not only shed light on the Weierstrass data, but
answer a question raised by F. He´lein as to what ν non real but constant means.
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The novelty in these results lies in their expliciteness, in the characterizations
derived on Q and in the determining of the nature of the space (compared with
theorem ).
The point of view of the conformal Gauss map is also fruitful when considering
the index of Willmore surfaces (consider for instance [18]). This will be the subject
of an incoming paper [14].
Considering the results obtained in higher codimensions by N. Ejiri (see [9]),
S. Montiel (see [17]) or J. Dorfmeister and P. Wang (see [8]) using in no small
part integrable systems techniques, an interesting question arises as to how well our
results generalize outside the codimension 1 case.
Acknowledgments: The author would like to thank Paul Laurain for his
support and advices, and Alexis Michelat for helpful and enlightening conversations.
This work was partially supported by the ANR BLADE-JC.
2 Conformal Geometry in the three model spaces
2.1 Local conformal equivalences
In the following 〈., .〉 will denote the standard product on the relevant contextual
space. For instance if u, v ∈ Rm with m ∈ N, 〈u, v〉 denotes the euclidean product of
u and v in Rm. If u and v are stated to be in Rm,1 then 〈u, v〉 =
m∑
i=1
uivi − um+1vm+1
denotes the (m, 1) Lorentzian product of u and v in Rm+1.
We will focus on immersions into the Euclidean space R3, into the round sphere
S3 and into the hyperbolic space H3.
These three spaces are locally conformally equivalent and thus their respective
conformal geometry can be linked. Namely the stereographic projection from the
north pole N
π :


S
3\{N} → R3
(x, y, z, t) 7→ 1
1− t

xy
z


is a conformal diffeomorphism whose inverse is
π−1 :


R
3 → S3\{N}
(x, y, z) 7→ 1
1 + r2


2x
2y
2z
r2 − 1


which extends to a conformal diffeomorphism R3∪{∞} → S3. Consequently one
can link Conf
(
R3 ∪ {∞}) and Conf (S3).
Proposition 2.1. π realises an isomorphism between Conf
(
R3 ∪ {∞}) and Conf (S3),
with Conf(X) being the group of conformal diffeomorphisms of X.
The conformal diffeomorphisms of R3 are well-known and detailed by the Liou-
ville theorem (see theorem 1.1.1 of [1]).
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Theorem 2.2. Any ϕ ∈ Conf(R3 ∪∞) satisfies
ϕ = T~a ◦RΘ ◦Dλ
if ϕ (∞) =∞,
ϕ = T~b ◦RΘ ◦Dλ ◦ ι ◦ T~a
otherwise. Here T~a and T~b denote translations, Dλ a dilation, RΘ a rotation and
ι : x 7→ x|x|2 the inversion at the origin. Such decompositions are unique.
Combining both ensures a description of conformal diffeomorphisms of S3.
Corollary 2.1. Any conformal mapping ϕ ∈ Conf(S3) satisfies either
ϕ = π−1 ◦ T~b ◦RΘ ◦Dλ ◦ T~a ◦ π
if ϕ (N) = N ,
ϕ = π−1 ◦ T~b ◦RΘ ◦Dλ ◦ ι ◦ T~a ◦ π
otherwise.
Using the Poincare´ disk model of the hyperbolic space one finds an isometry
π˜0 : H
3 →
(
B1(0),
〈.,.〉
(1−|p|2)2
)
and thus a conformal diffeomorphism between H3 and
the unit ball of R3. It will convenient in the following to consider H3 as the upper
part of the quadric
{
v ∈ R3,1 |〈v, v〉 = −1} in R3,1 :
H
3 =
{
(x, y, z, t)
∣∣x2 + y2 + z2 − t2 + 1 = 0 and t ≥ 0} ⊂ R3,1.
Then the following projection yields an explicit conformal diffeomorphism
π˜ :


H
3 → B1(0)
(x, y, z, t) 7→ 1
1 + t

xy
z


of inverse
π˜−1 :


B1(0)→ H3
(x, y, z) 7→ 1
1− r2


2x
2y
2z
r2 + 1

 .
2.2 The space of spheres of S3
In the present subsection we wish to properly represent the geometry of geodesic
spheres of S3. Our motivation comes from the following result, drawn from chapter
1 in [1].
Theorem 2.3. Let (M, g) and (N, h) be two Riemann manifolds and ϕ :M → N .
ϕ is conformal if and only if it sends a geodesic sphere of M into a geodesic sphere
of N .
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Thanks to theorem 2.3, one would then expect to be able to detail conformal
diffeomorphisms of S3. Moreover since H3 →֒ R3 →֒ S3 conformally we would
subsequently be able to represent geodesic spheres in H3 and R3.
The stereographic projection ensures that R3 ∪ {∞} ≃ S3 conformally, and thus
geodesic spheres in S3 are images by π−1 of euclidean spheres and planes (”spheres”
going through ∞) of R3. They will be called spheres in S3. More precisely :
Definition 2.1. A sphere in S3 is equivalently defined as follows :
• The inverse of the stereographic projection of a sphere or a plane in R3.
• {x ∈ S3 d(q, x) = r} for a given q in S3. q is then the center of the sphere,
of radius r ≤ π2 .
An equator of S3 is a sphere of maximum radius r = π2 .
One can easily check that spheres in S3 are orientable.
Definition 2.2. Let
M0 = {non-oriented spheres in S3},
E0 = {non-oriented equatorial spheres in S3},
and
M = {oriented spheres in S3},
E = {oriented spheres in S3}.
Let σ be a non-oriented sphere of radius r < π2 . Let Xσ ∈ σ be any point on
the sphere and ~Nσ the inward pointing (relative to σ) normal to σ at Xσ. Then
pσ = Xσ + tan r ~Nσ is the summit of the tangent cone to S
3 along σ. Since a
sphere in S3 has constant mean curvature h = 1tan r (see (78) in the appendix A ),
pσ = Xσ +
1
h
~Nσ. This gives us a representation of M0\E0 :
P0 :
{
M0\E0 → R4\B1(0)
σ 7→ pσ,
as shown in figure 1.
Conversely given any p ∈ R4\B1(0) there exists a unit cone of summit p tangent
to S3, along a sphere of S3. P0 is then a bijection.
As σ becomes equatorial, h → 0, meaning p → ∞ and ~Nσ → ~ν with ~ν ∈ R4
independant on the chosenXσ. To properly represent all ofM0 we define pσ =
(
pσ
1
)
.
Then
pσ
|pσ| =
(
pσ
|pσ|
1
|pσ|
)
→
(
~ν
0
)
as σ tends toward an equatorial sphere of constant normal ~ν.
Then one can represent M0 in RP
4, with equatorial spheres being sent to
[(
~ν
0
)]
typed directions (where [d] denotes the direction of d ∈ R5).
P1 :
{
M0 → RP4
σ 7→ [pσ] .
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•Xσ ~Nσ
•
pσ
S
3
Figure 1: Construction of pσ.
Since any equatorial sphere is fully determined by its normal, P1 remains injec-
tive. However for non equatorial spheres pσ is necessarily outside B1(0), and thus
P1 cannot be surjective.
Pursuing will require some basic notions in semi-Riemannian geometry.
Definition 2.3. Let m ∈ N and v ∈ Rm,1. Then v is said to be
• spacelike if 〈v, v〉 > 0,
• lightlike if 〈v, v〉 = 0,
• timelike if 〈v, v〉 < 0.
Accordingly a direction d ∈ RPm+1 is called
• spacelike if there exists v ∈ Rm,1 such that 〈v, v〉 > 0 and [v] = d,
• lightlike if there exists v ∈ Rm,1 such that 〈v, v〉 = 0 and [v] = d,
• timelike if there exists v ∈ Rm,1 such that 〈v, v〉 < 0 and [v] = d.
We also define
• the De Sitter space of Rm,1 as the set of unit spacelike vectors.
It will be denoted Sm,1 :=
{
v ∈ Rm,1 〈v, v〉 = 1},
• the isotropic cone of Rm,1 as the set of lightlike vectors.
It will be denoted Cm,1 := {v ∈ Rm,1 〈v, v〉 = 0}.
This definition is illustrated by the following figure.
One can realize the image of P1 is the set of all the space-like directions of R
4,1
which is isomorphic to S4,1/{±Id}.
We finally obtain our representation of non-oriented spheres :
P :


M0 → S4,1/{±Id}
σ 7→ p∥∥p∥∥
9
S
4,1 = P (M)
C4,1
P (S3) = {(X, 1) ∈ C4,1}
Figure 2: De Sitter and the isotropic cone.
where
∥∥p∥∥ =√〈pσ, pσ〉.
P is easily extended toM by taking the natural two covering of S4,1/{±Id}. Two
opposite points in the De Sitter space then represent the same sphere with opposite
orientations.
P :


M→ S4,1
σ 7→ p∥∥p∥∥ = h
(
Xσ
1
)
+
(
~Nσ
0
)
(1)
for any Xσ ∈ σ.
As h→∞ (that is the radius of the sphere goes to 0 and thus the sphere collapses
on a point X ∈ S3), P (σ)
h
→ (X, 1), meaning that P (σ) tends to ∞ in an isotropic
direction of R4,1 bijectively and smoothly linked with the point of collapse X . One
can then continuously extend P
P :


M ∪ S3 → S4,1 ∪ C4,1
σ ∈M 7→ p∥∥p∥∥ = h
(
Xσ
1
)
+
(
~Nσ
0
)
∈ S4,1
X ∈ S3 7→
(
X
1
)
∈ C4,1.
(2)
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2.3 The space of generalized spheres of R3
Since the stereographic projection is a conformal diffeomorphism, the set of non-
oriented (respectively oriented) spheres and planes or R3 is in bijection with M0
(respectively M) and can be represented using P . Using formula (72) (see appendix
A) one finds
P :


(
R
3 ∪ {∞}) ∪M→ S4,1 ∪ C4,1
σ ∈M 7→ Hσ


Φσ
|Φσ |
2−1
2
|Φσ|
2+1
2

+

 ~nσ〈~nσ,Φσ〉
〈~nσ,Φσ〉

 for any Φσ ∈ σ
Φ ∈ R3 7→


Φ
|Φ|2−1
2
|Φ|2+1
2

 ∈ C4,1
∞ 7→ (0, 1, 1) ∈ C4,1.
(3)
2.4 The space of generalized spheres of H3
Similarly consider MH3 the set of oriented geodesic spheres in H
3. The function
π−1 ◦ π˜ sends H3 injectively into S3 and thus maps MH3 injectively into M. MH3
can then be represented using P (see formula (85) in appendix A) one finds
P :


H
3 ∪MH3 → S4,1 ∪ C4,1
σ ∈MH3 7→ HZσ

Zhσ−1
Z4σ

+

~nZhσ0
~nZ4 σ

 for any (Zhσ
Z4σ
)
∈ σ
Z =
(
Zh
Z4
)
∈ H3 7→

Zh−1
Z4

 ∈ C4,1.
(4)
2.5 Conf(S3) ≃ SO(4, 1)
As foreshadowed in subsection 2.2, we can use P to study conformal diffeomorphisms
of S3.
Theorem 2.4. P realises an isomorphism between Conf(S3) and SO(4, 1).
Proof. According to proposition 2.1, showing Conf
(
R3 ∪ {∞}) ≃ SO(4, 1) is enough.
We will proceed in three steps : we will start by defining the correspondance, show
that it represents a morphism and conclude by proving it is bijective.
• Step 1 : Defining the correspondance M → ϕM
The core idea here is that isotropic directions in R4,1 are in bijection with
R3 ∪ {∞}, and that any M ∈ SO(4, 1) shuffles them. Thus M yields a trans-
formation of R3 ∪ {∞}. Its conformality is all one needs to prove.
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Let p(x) :=


x
|x|2−1
2
|x|2+1
2

 = P|
R3∪{∞}
(x). One easily shows that for all i, j :
〈∂ip, ∂jp〉 = δij ,
that is p : R3 → P (R3 ∪ {∞}) is an isometry. As x → ∞, p(x)|p(x)| →

01
1

.
Noticing that P
(
R
3 ∪ {∞}) = {p ∈ C4,1 s.t. p5 − p4 = 1}∪{(0, 0, 0, 1, 1)}, one
can conversely associate to any p ∈ C4,1 a point x = (p1,p2,p3)
p5−p4
∈ R3 ∪ {∞}
depending only on the direction of p.
Given M ∈ SO(4, 1) let y =Mp(x) =

y⋄y4
y5

. Then
〈y⋄, y⋄〉 = y25 − y24
〈∂iy⋄, y⋄〉 = ∂iy5y5 − ∂iy4y4
〈∂iy⋄, ∂jy⋄〉 = δij + ∂iy5∂jy5 − ∂iy4∂jy4.
Renormalizing as suggested, let ϕM (x) =
y⋄
y5−y4
= p−1
(
Mp(x)
(Mp(x))
5
−(Mp(x))
4
)
.
ϕM is a transformation of R
3 ∪ {∞}. Let us show it is conformal :
〈∂iϕM , ∂jϕM 〉 =
〈
∂iy⋄
y5 − y4 −
(∂iy5 − ∂iy4) y⋄
(y5 − y4)2
,
∂jy⋄
y5 − y4 −
(∂jy5 − ∂jy4) y⋄
(y5 − y4)2
〉
=
1
(y5 − y4)2
〈∂iy⋄, ∂jy⋄〉+ (∂iy5 − ∂iy4) (∂jy5 − ∂jy4)
(y5 − y4)3
〈y⋄, y⋄〉
− 1
(y5 − y4)3
((∂iy5 − ∂iy4) 〈∂jy⋄, y 〉 − (∂jy5 − ∂jy4) 〈∂iy⋄, y⋄〉)
=
δij
(y5 − y4)2
+
∂iy5∂jy5 − ∂iy4∂jy4
(y5 − y4)2
+
1
(y5 − y4)3
(∂iy5 − ∂iy4) (∂jy5 − ∂jy4) (∂iy5y5 − ∂iy4y4)
− (∂iy5 − ∂iy4) (∂jy5y5 − ∂jy4y4)
(y5 − y4)3
+
(∂jy5 − ∂jy4) (∂iy5y5 − ∂iy4y4)
(y5 − y4)3
=
δij
(y5 − y4)2
.
Then ϕM ∈ Conf(R3).
• Step 2 : M → ϕM is a morphism
Given M1 and M2 ∈ SO(4, 1) we compute
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ϕM1 ◦ ϕM2(x) = p−1

 M1 M2p(x)(M2p(x))5−(M2p(x))4(
M1
M2p(x)
(M2p(x))5−(M2p(x))4
)
5
−
(
M1
M2p(x)
(M2p(x))5−(M2p(x))4
)
4


= p−1 ◦
(
M1M2p(x)
(M1M2p(x))5 − (M1M2p(x))4
)
= ϕM1M2(x).
Thus M 7→ ϕM is a morphism between SO(4, 1) and Conf
(
R3 ∪ {∞}).
• Step 3 : M → ϕM is an isomorphism
Bijectivity is the only property left to show. According to theorem 2.2, ex-
hibiting M ∈ SO(4, 1) for dilations, translations, rotations and the inversion
is enough to ensure surjectivity. Computing we find
Dilations :
For Dλ(x) = e
λx,
MDλ =

Id 0 00 chλ shλ
0 shλ chλ

 ∈ SO(4, 1). (5)
Rotations :
For RΘ(x) = Θx, with Θ ∈ O(3),
MRΘ =

Θ 0 00 1 0
0 0 1

 ∈ SO(4, 1). (6)
Inversion :
For ι(x) = x|x|2 ,
Mι =

−Id 0 00 1 0
0 0 −1

 ∈ SO(4, 1). (7)
Translations : For T~a(x) = x+ ~a, with ~a ∈ R3,
MT~a =


Id −~a ~a
~aT 1− |~a|22 |~a|
2
2
~aT − |~a|22 1 + |~a|
2
2

 ∈ SO(4, 1). (8)
M → ϕM is then surjective. With injectivity stemming from the uniqueness
of the decomposition in theorem 2.2, M → ϕM is bijective, which concludes
the proof.
A direct consequence of the proof is the explicit formula for the conformal actions
of SO(4, 1) on S3 and R3.
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Corollary 2.2 (Action of SO(4, 1) on R3 and S3). SO(4, 1) acts transitively through
conformal diffeomorphisms on
• S3 :
M.X =
V◦
V5
where
V =M
(
X
1
)
=
(
V◦
V5
)
.
• R3 :
M.x =
y⋄
y5 − y4
where
y =M


x
|x|2−1
2
|x|2+1
2

 =

y⋄y4
y5

 .
While Conf(S3) ≃ SO(4, 1) is well known, the explicit action of SO(4, 1) on
elements of S3 is less commonly found.
2.6 Representations in the three conformal models
Let Σ be a Riemann surface. Let Φ : Σ → R3 an immersion. Let g be the
induced metric, ~n be its Gauss map, H its mean curvature and A˚ its tracefree
second fundamental form defined as
A˚ = g−1A− H
2
Id (9)
with A =
〈∇2gΦ, ~n〉 the second fundamental form.
We refer to X = π−1 ◦ Φ as the representation of Φ in S3 and Z = π˜−1 ◦ Φ as
the representation of Φ in H3 (whenever Φ(Σ) ⊂ B1(0)). We will often decompose
Z = (Zh, Z4) with Zh = (Z1, Z2, Z3).
3 The Conformal Gauss map
The previous considerations on the representation of spheres in the de Sitter space
can be applied to the study of the geometry of immersed surface through the con-
formal Gauss map. To lighten notations, we will denote
p(Φ) =


Φ
|Φ|2−1
2
|Φ|2+1
2

 for Φ ∈ R3,
p(X) =
(
X
1
)
for X ∈ S3,
p(Z) =

Zh−1
Z4

 for Z = (Zh
Z4
)
∈ H3.
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3.1 Enveloping spherical congruences
We first introduce the notion of enveloping spherical congruences.
Definition 3.1. Let Σ be a Riemann surface. A spherical congruence on Σ is a
smooth application Y : Σ→ S4,1, that is, a family of oriented spheres parametrized
on Σ. Given Φ : Σ → R3, or equivalently X its representation in S3, or Z =
(Zh, Z4) in H
3, Y envelopes Φ, or equivalently X or Z, if and only if
〈Y, p(Φ)〉 = 0 (10)
and
〈Y,∇p(Φ)〉 = 0, (11)
or equivalently
〈Y, p(X)〉 = 0 (12)
and
〈Y,∇p(X)〉 = 0, (13)
or
〈Y, p(Z)〉 = 0 (14)
and
〈Y,∇p(Z)〉 = 0. (15)
Geometrically speaking Y envelopes Φ at the point p ∈ Σ if the generalized sphere
Y (p) is tangent to Φ(Σ) at the point Φ(p).
Proof. Since p(Φ), p(X) and p(Z) are pairwise colinear, one finds (10), (12) and
(14) to be equivalent.
Moreover, assuming (10), (12), and (14), one deduces
〈Y,∇p(Φ)〉 = ∇ (〈Y, p(Φ)〉)− 〈∇Y, p(Φ)〉 = −〈∇Y, p(Φ)〉 ,
〈Y,∇p(X)〉 = ∇ (〈Y, p(X)〉)− 〈∇Y, p(X)〉 = −〈∇Y, p(X)〉
and
〈Y,∇p(Z)〉 = ∇ (〈Y, p(Z)〉)− 〈∇Y, p(Z)〉 = −〈∇Y, p(Z)〉 ,
which ensures that (11), (13) and (15) are equivalent.
Example 3.1 (The conformal Gauss map). Let Σ be a Riemann surface and Φ :
Σ→ R3. The conformal Gauss map Y , which to a point z ∈ Σ associates the tangent
sphere to the surface at Φ(z) of center Φ(z) + ~n(z)|H(z)| if H(z) 6= 0, and the tangent
plane if H(z) = 0, is a spherical congruence enveloping Φ.
Y can be written as :
Y = H


Φ
|Φ|2−1
2
|Φ|2+1
2

+

 ~n〈~n,Φ〉
〈~n,Φ〉

 . (16)
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One can notice :
〈p(Φ), p(Φ)〉 = 0
〈p(Φ),∇p(Φ)〉 = 0〈
p(Φ),

 ~n〈~n,Φ〉
〈~n,Φ〉


〉
= 0
and in local coordinates
∇Y = ∇H


Φ
|Φ|2−1
2
|Φ|2+1
2

+H∇


Φ
|Φ|2−1
2
|Φ|2+1
2

+∇

 ~n〈~n,Φ〉
〈~n,Φ〉


= ∇H


Φ
|Φ|2−1
2
|Φ|2+1
2

+H

 ∇Φ〈∇Φ,Φ〉
〈∇Φ,Φ〉

+

 ∇~n〈∇~n,Φ〉
〈∇~n,Φ〉


= ∇H


Φ
|Φ|2−1
2
|Φ|2+1
2

− A˚

 ∇Φ〈∇Φ,Φ〉
〈∇Φ,Φ〉

 .
(17)
Hence :
〈∂iY, ∂jY 〉 = 〈A˚pi ∂pΦ, A˚qj∂qΦ〉
= A˚pi A˚pj = A˚
p
i A˚
l
pgjl =
(
A˚T A˚g
)
ij
=
1
2
|A˚|2gij since A˚ is symetric tracefree.
(18)
Indeed since A˚ is symetric tracefree it can be written A˚ =
(
ω ϕ
ϕ −ω
)
for ω, ϕ ∈ R
and thus A˚T A˚ =
(
ω2 + ϕ2
)
Id while
∣∣∣A˚∣∣∣ = 2 (ω2 + ϕ2). Hence
A˚pi A˚
l
pgjl =
1
2
∣∣A˚∣∣2gij . (19)
We then deduce that Y : (Σ, g) → S4,1 is conformal. One may notice that the
umbilic points of Φ are critical points of Y .
As an enveloping spherical congruence, the conformal Gauss map carry many
informations on the geometry of the immersion. Its key role is further emphasized by
the fact it is the only conformal enveloping spherical congruence, up to orientation.
Theorem 3.1. Let Σ be a Riemann surface and Φ : Σ → R3 an immersion. We
denote g its first fundamental form and Y its conformal Gauss map. If the set of
umbilic points of Φ is nowhere dense then Y and −Y are the only smooth conformal
(Σ, g)→ R3 spherical congruences enveloping Φ.
Proof. As stated when we introduced it, the conformal Gauss map is a spherical
congruence enveloping Φ which happens to be conformal.
Conversely we consider a spherical congruence G enveloping Φ.
Let E = Vect (p(Φ), ∂xp(Φ), ∂yp(Φ)). Equations (10) and (11) force G to lie in
(E)
⊥
. Since Φ is an immersion, E is of dimension 3, and its orthogonal is then of
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dimension 2. Y envelopes Φ and p(Φ)is isotropic, hence (Y, p(Φ)) is a basis of (E)⊥.
G can then be written as
G = µY + λp(Φ)
with µ, λ ∈ R.
Since 〈G,G〉 = µ2 = 1 one finds µ = ±1 and deduce ∇µ = 0. We then need only
to compute the first fundamental form of G :
〈∂iG, ∂jG〉 =
〈
µ∂iY + ∂iλp(Φ) + λ

 ∂iΦ〈∂iΦ,Φ〉
〈∂iΦ,Φ〉

 , µ∂jY + ∂jλp(Φ) + λ

 ∂jΦ〈∂jΦ,Φ〉
〈∂jΦ,Φ〉

〉
=
〈
λ

 ∂iΦ〈∂iΦ,Φ〉
〈∂iΦ,Φ〉

− A˚pi

 ∂pΦ〈∂pΦ,Φ〉
〈∂Φ,Φ〉

 , λ

 ∂jΦ〈∂jΦ,Φ〉
〈∂jΦ,Φ〉

 − A˚pj

 ∂pΦ〈∂pΦ,Φ〉
〈∂Φ,Φ〉

〉
using expression (17) of ∇Y and the fact that p(Φ) ∈ E⊥. Then
〈∂iG, ∂jG〉 = 〈λ∂iΦ− A˚pi ∂pΦ, λ∂jΦ− A˚qj∂qΦ〉
= λ2gij + A˚
p
i A˚pj − 2λA˚ij
=
(
λ2 +
|A˚|2
2
)
gij − 2λA˚ij
where we have used (19). By hypothesis the set of umbilic points is nowhere dense,
G is then conformal if and only if λ = 0. We then have G = ±Y which concludes
the proof.
Taking −Y instead of Y is tantamount to changing the orientation of the surface
(taking −~n instead of ~n as Gauss map).
Geometrically speaking Y can be seen as the 2 dimensional generalization of the
osculating circles for curves in euclidian spaces, and it will be of major importance
in the study of Willmore surfaces, playing much of the same role as the Gauss map
in the case of constant mean curvature surfaces.
3.2 The conformal Gauss map in the three representations
Since Y conserves the conformal structure on Σ it is convenient, and will not induce
any loss of generality, to work in complex coordinates in local conformal charts. In
the following we will then consider Φ : D→ R3 a smooth conformal immersion, that
is satisfying 〈Φz,Φz〉 = 0. Let ~n = Φz×Φz¯i|Φz |2 denote its Gauss map with × the classic
vectorial product in R3, λ = 12 log
(
2 |Φz|2
)
its conformal factor and H =
〈
Φzz¯
|Φz |
2 , ~n
〉
its mean curvature. Its tracefree curvature is defined as follows
Ω := 2 〈Φzz, ~n〉 .
Its representation in S3, X = π−1 ◦ Φ = 1
1+|Φ|2
(
2Φ
|Φ|2 − 1
)
is conformal. Let
Λ := 12 log
(
2 |Xz|2
)
be its conformal factor, ~N such that
(
X, e−ΛXx, e
−ΛXy, ~N
)
is
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a direct orthonormal basis of R4 its Gauss map , h =
〈
Xzz¯
|Xz|
2 , ~N
〉
its mean curvature
and ω := 2
〈
Xzz, ~N
〉
its tracefree curvature. Similarly its representation in H3,
Z = π˜−1 ◦ Φ is conformal. Let λZ := 12 log (2〈Zz, Zz¯〉) be its conformal factor,~nZ
such that (Z, e−λ
Z
Zx, e
−λZZy, ~n
Z) is a direct orthonormal basis of R3,1 its Gauss
map , HZ =
〈
Zzz¯
|Zz |
2 , ~nZ
〉
its mean curvature and ΩZ := 2
〈
Zzz, ~n
Z
〉
its tracefree
curvature. One can then express Y as the conformal Gauss map of an immersion in
S3 or in H3.
Proposition 3.2. Let Φ be a smooth conformal immersion on D, and X (respec-
tively Z) its representation in S3 (respectively H3) through π (respectively π˜). Let
Y be its conformal Gauss map. Then
Y = h
(
X
1
)
+
(
~N
0
)
= HZ

Zh−1
Z4

 +

~nZh0
~nZ4


where Z =
(
Zh
Z4
)
and ~nZ =
(
~nZh
~nZ4
)
, while h and HZ are the respective mean curva-
tures.
Proof. Computations are done in appendix.
3.3 Conformally CMC immersions
A quick study of proposition 3.2 and (16) reveals that the mean curvature in the three
models can be written as a function of Y , with interesting geometric interpretations.
Corollary 3.1. Let Φ be a smooth conformal immersion on D, and X (respectively
Z) its representation in S3 (respectively H3) through π (respectively π˜). Let Y be its
conformal Gauss map. Then
H = Y5 − Y4,
h = Y5,
HZ = −Y4.
(20)
We denote
vs =


0
0
0
1
0

 , vt =


0
0
0
0
1

 , vl =


0
0
0
1
1

 .
One deduces immediately from this that Φ is minimal (respectively of constant mean
curvature) if and only if Y4 = Y5 (respectively if there exists a constant H0 ∈ R such
that Y5−Y4−H0 = 0), X is minimal (respectively of constant mean curvature) if and
only Y5 = 0 (respectively if there exists a constant h0 ∈ R such that Y5−h0 = 0), Z is
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minimal (respectively of constant mean curvature) if and only if Y4 = 0 (respectively
if there exists a constant HZ0 ∈ R such that Y4 +HZ0 = 0). This can be reframed as
: Φ is minimal (respectively CMC) if and only if Y is in a linear (respectively affine)
hyperplane of lightlike normal vl, X is minimal (respectively CMC) if and only if
Y is in a linear (respectively affine) hyperplane of timelike normal vt, Z is minimal
(respectively CMC) if and only if Y is in a linear (respectively affine) hyperplane of
spacelike normal vs.
We now dispose of a geometric characterization for the conformal Gauss maps
of minimal surfaces in any of the three models. It is interesting to study how this
condition, and thus Y , change under the action of conformal diffeomorphisms.
Proposition 3.3. Let ϕ ∈ Conf(S3) corresponding to M ∈ SO(4, 1). Let X : Σ→
S3 be a smooth conformal immersion of conformal Gauss map Y . We assume the
set of umbilic points of X to be nowhere dense. Let Yϕ be the conformal Gauss map
of ϕ ◦X. Then
Yϕ =MY.
Proof. We work in a conformal chart on a disk. Thanks to theorem 3.1 one just
needs to prove that MY is conformal, envelopes ϕ ◦X and has the same orientation
as Yϕ.
We first show that MY is conformal. Since (MY )z =MYz and M ∈ SO(4, 1),
〈(MY )z , (MY )z〉 = 〈Yz , Yz〉.
Given that Y is conformal, one finds 〈(MY )z , (MY )z〉 = 0, that isMY is conformal.
We then justify that MY envelopes ϕ ◦X . To that aim we denote V =M
(
X
1
)
=(
V◦
V5
)
. In accordance with corollary 2.2, ϕ(X) = V◦
V5
, which translates to
p(ϕ(X)) =
1
V5
Mp(X). (21)
Then
〈MY, p(ϕ(X))〉 = 1
V5
〈MY,Mp(X)〉
=
1
V5
〈Y, p(X)〉
= 0,
which proves (12), and
〈MY,∇p(ϕ(X))〉 = ∇ (〈MY, p(ϕ(X))〉)− 〈M∇Y, p(ϕ(X))〉4,1
= − 1
V5
〈M∇Y,Mp(X)〉
= − 1
V5
〈∇Y, p(X)〉
= 0,
which shows (13) and that MY envelopes ϕ(X).
Finally one need only adress the orientation of ϕ(X) to conclude. Let Nϕ be
the Gauss map of ϕ ◦X induced by the Gauss map N of X , namely Nϕ = dϕ(N)|dϕ(N)| .
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Given the expression (86) of the conformal Gauss map, MY = Yϕ if and only if〈
MY,
(
Nϕ
0
)〉
= 1, MY = −Yϕ otherwise. Let W = M
(
N
0
)
=
(
W◦
W5
)
. With a
straightforward computation one finds
dϕ(N) =
W◦
V5
− W5
V 25
V◦,
which yields
Nϕ =W◦ − W5
V5
V◦.
Then 〈
MY,
(
Nϕ
0
)〉
=
〈
MY,
(
W◦ − W5V5 V◦
0
)〉
=
〈
MY,
(
W◦
W5
)
−
(
W5
V5
V◦
W5
)〉
=
〈
MY,M
(
N
0
)
− W5
V5
(
V◦
V5
)〉
thanks to the definition of W . Then due to
〈
MY,M
(
N
0
)〉
=
〈
Y,
(
N
0
)〉
= 1 one
finds 〈
MY,
(
Nϕ
0
)〉
= 1−
〈
MY,
W5
V5
(
V◦
V5
)〉
= 1− W5
V5
〈MY, p(X)〉 ,
by definition of V . The equality 〈MY,Mp(X)〉 = 0 gives the expected result.
Then MY = Yϕ which is the desired result.
One has similar results in the R3 and H3 settings.
Proposition 3.4. Let ϕ ∈ Conf(R3 ∪ {∞}) corresponding to M ∈ SO(4, 1). Let
Φ ∈ C∞(Σ,R3) be a smooth immersion and Y its conformal Gauss map. We assume
the set of umbilic points of Φ to be nowhere dense. Let Yϕ be the conformal Gauss
map of ϕ ◦ Φ. Then
Yϕ =MY.
Proposition 3.5. Let ϕ ∈ Conf(H3) corresponding to M ∈ SO(4, 1). Let Z ∈
C∞(Σ,H3) be a smooth conformal immersion and Y its conformal Gauss map. We
assume the set of umbilic points of Z to be nowhere dense. Let Yϕ be the conformal
Gauss map of ϕ ◦ Z. Then
Yϕ =MY.
Then, since any M ∈ SO(4, 1) conserves hyperplanes in R4,1 and the type of
vectors we deduce the following theorem.
Theorem 3.6. Let Φ : D → R3 be a smooth conformal immersion, and X (re-
spectively Z) its representation in S3 (respectively H3) through π (respectively π˜).
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Let Y be its conformal Gauss map. We assume the set of umbilic points of Φ (or
equivalently, see (71) and (84), X or Z) to be nowhere dense.
We say that Φ (respectively X, Z) is conformally CMC (respectively minimal)
if and only if there exists a conformal diffeomorphism ϕ of R3 ∪ {∞} (respectively
S3, H3) such that ϕ ◦ Φ (respectively ϕ ◦ X, ϕ ◦ Z) has constant mean curvature
(respectively is minimal) in R3 (respectively S3, H3).
Then
• Φ is conformally CMC (respectively minimal) in R3 if and only if Y lies in an
affine (respectively linear) hyperplane of R4,1 with lightlike normal.
• X is conformally CMC (respectively minimal) in S3 if and only if Y lies in an
affine (respectively linear) hyperplane of R4,1 with timelike normal.
• Z is conformally CMC (respectively minimal) in H3 if and only if Y lies in an
affine (respectively linear) hyperplane of R4,1 with spacelike normal.
3.4 Geometry of conformal Gauss maps
Enveloping conditions (10) and (11) (or equivalently (12) and (13) or (14) and (15))
ensure that p(Φ) (or equivalently p(X) or p(Z)) is an isotropic vector field normal
to Y in R4,1.
We wish to complete (Y, Yz, Yz¯ , p(Φ)) into a moving frame of R
4,1 compatible
with the decomposition R4,1 = TY
⊕
NY , in order to introduce the mean and
tracefree curvatures of Y as an immersion in R4,1. As we pointed out prior, finding
another immersion enveloped by Y is enough to complete the moving frame.
Theorem 3.7. Let Φ : D→ R3 be a smooth conformal immersion with no umbilic
points. Then there exists
Φ∗ = Φ− 4HzΩe
−2λ
T (Φ)
Φz − 4Hz¯Ωe
−2λ
T (Φ)
Φz¯ +
2H |Ω|2 e−2λ
T (Φ)
~n
where T (Φ) = |∇H |2 +H2 |Ω|2 e−2λ, such that
〈Y, p(Φ∗)〉 = 0 (22)
and
〈∇Y, p(Φ∗)〉 = 0. (23)
Proof. We search for Φ∗ under the form
Φ∗ = Φ+ uΦz + uΦz¯ + v~n.
Applying first (22) then (23) yields
v =
|u|2e2λ + v2
2
H
Ωu = −Hz
(|u|2e2λ + v2) .
Solving the resulting system gives us the desired values for u and v.
One can work similarly with immersions in S3.
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Theorem 3.8. Let X : D→ S3 be a smooth conformal immersion with no umbilic
points. Then there exists
X∗ =
h2 |ω|2 + 4 |hz|2 e2Λ − |ω|2
T (X)
X − 4hzω
T (X)
Xz − 4hz¯ω
T (X)
Xz¯ +
2 |ω|2 h
T (X)
N
where T (X) = |ω|2 (1 + h2)+ 4 |hz|2 e2Λ, such that
〈Y, p(X∗)〉 = 0 (24)
and
〈∇Y, p(X∗)〉 = 0. (25)
Proof. We search for X∗ under the form
X∗ = αX + βXz + βXz¯ + γN.
Applying first (24), then (25) yields
γ = (1 − α)h,
2hz (α− 1) = ωβ.
Further 〈X∗, X∗〉 = 1 ensures
α2 + |β|2 e2Λ + γ2 = 1.
Solving the resulting system gives the desired result.
Let eΦ := (Y, Yz, Yz¯ , p(Φ), p(Φ
∗)) and eX := (Y, Yz, Yz¯ , p(X), p(X
∗)) denote our
two frames. Since p(Φ) and p(X) are colinear, necessarily p(Φ∗) and p(X∗) are too,
meaning X∗ = π−1 ◦Φ∗, that is X∗ is the representation of Φ∗ in S3.
Since Y conformal, (22) and (23) (respectively (24) and (25)), (10) and (11)
(respectively (12) and (13)) eΦ (respectively eX) is orthogonal. For convenience’s
sake we will mainly work with eX . Indeed while Φ is not necessarily contained in
a compact, and thus neither is p(Φ), X ∈ S3 makes for easier computations. Each
result has its counterpart in R3.
Let
ν = p(X) =
(
X
1
)
, (26)
l = 〈p(X), p(X∗)〉 = −2|ω|
2
|ω|2(h2 + 1) + |∇h|2 e2Λ ,
and
ν∗ = −1
l
p(X∗)
=
|ω|2 (h2 + 1)+ |∇h|2 e2Λ
2 |ω|2 p(X
∗)
=


(
h2−1
2 +
|∇h|2e2Λ
2|ω|2
)
X − 2hz
ω
Xz − 2hz¯ω Xz¯ + hN
h2+1
2 +
|∇h|2e2Λ
2|ω|2

 .
(27)
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By design we have 〈ν, ν∗〉 = −1. Thus defined |ν∗| <∞ away from umbilic points.
One computes easily, with Gauss-Codazzi (see (77) in appendix) to obtain the
second equality,
〈νz, ν∗〉 = −hz¯e
2Λ
ω
= −ωz
ω
. (28)
Using computations done in (93), one finds
Yzz¯ =WS3(X)
(
X
1
)
− |ω|
2
e−2Λ
2
Y =WS3(X)ν − |ω|
2
e−2Λ
2
Y (29)
where
WS3(X) = hzz¯ +
|ω|2 e−2Λ
2
h ∈ R
as defined in (94). With the notations of section A, see (103), this yields
Hν = 0, (30)
e2L = |ω|2 e−2Λ, (31)
and
Hν∗ =
−2WS3(X)
|ω|2 e−2Λ . (32)
Similarly, applying (98) to (90) we find
Ων = 2 〈Yzz, ν〉 = ω, (33)
and
Ων∗ = 2 〈Yzz , ν∗〉
= 2
〈
hzz
(
X
1
)
+ hz
(
Xz
0
)
− (ωe−2Λ)
z
(
Xz¯
0
)
− ω
(
h
2
(
~N
0
)
− 1
2
(
X
0
))
, ν∗
〉
= 2
(
hzz +
ω
2
)(h2 − 1
2
+
|∇h|2 e2Λ
2 |ω|2
)
+
hz
ω
(
ωe−2Λ
)
z
e2Λ − hzhz¯
ω
e2Λ − ωh
2
2
− hzz
(
h2 + 1
2
+
|∇h|2 e2Λ
2 |ω|2
)
= −ωh
2 + 1
2
+ 2
|ωz¯|2 e−2Λ
ω
+ 2
ωz¯
(
ωe−2Λ
)
z
ω
− 2ωz¯ωze
−2Λ
ω
− 2 (ωz¯e−2Λ)z
= −ωh
2 + 1
2
+ 2
ωz¯
(
ωe−2Λ
)
z
ω
− 2 (ωz¯e−2Λ)z
= 2
(ωz¯ωz
ω
− ωzz¯
)
e−2Λ − ωh
2 + 1
2
,
where we have used (77) for the fourth equality. This yields
Ων∗ = −2ωe−2Λ
((ωz¯
ω
)
z
+
h2 + 1
4
e2Λ
)
= −2ωe−2Λ
((ωz
ω
)
z¯
+
h2 + 1
4
e2Λ
)
.
(34)
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A consequence of these computations is that the conformal Gauss map of an
immersion X is necessarily of vanishing mean curvature in the direction p(X). This
is in fact an equivalence.
Theorem 3.9. Let Y : D → S4,1 be a spacelike ( that is 〈Yz , Yz¯〉 > 0) conformal
immersion. Then Y is the conformal Gauss map of X : D → S3 if and only if
there exists an isotropic normal direction ν such that Hν = 0, where Hν is the mean
curvature in the ν direction defined in (98). Moreover, ν is parallel to p(X).
Proof. We have shown in (30) that if Y is the conformal Gauss map of X then Y is
of null mean curvature in the isotropic p(X) direction.
Reciprocally consider Y of null mean curvature in the isotropic direction ν Let us
buildX : D→ S3 such that Y is the conformal Gauss map ofX . Since 〈ν, ν〉 = 0 and
ν 6= 0, the last coordinate ν5 of ν is necessarily non null. One can then renormalize
ν to ν
ν5
= p(X). There then exists X : D→ S3 such that
〈Y, p(X)〉 = 0,
〈Yz, p(X)〉 = 0,
〈Yzz¯ , p(X)〉 = 0.
One checks that hypotheses (12) and (13) are satisfied and that Y envelopes X . We
now just have to prove that X is conformal and apply 3.1 to conclude.
Since 〈Xz, Xz〉 = 〈p(X)z, p(X)z〉 and according to (114)
〈p(X)z, p(X)z〉 = Hp(X)Ωp(X) = 0,
X is shown to be conformal, which concludes the proof.
We must draw the reader’s attention to the fact that Y is not a priori the
conformal Gauss map of X∗. Indeed while Y envelopes X∗, X∗ is not necessarily
conformal :
〈X∗z , X∗z 〉 = 〈p(X∗)z, p(X∗)z〉
= 〈(lν∗)z , (lν∗)z〉
= l2 〈ν∗z , ν∗z 〉
since (112) stands and ν∗ is isotropic. Then using (114)
〈X∗z , X∗z 〉 = l2Hν∗Ων∗
= l2ωe−2Λ
((ωz
ω
)
z¯
+
h2 + 1
4
e2Λ
)
2WS3(X)
|ω|2 e−2Λ ,
with (34) and (32).
Then
〈X∗z , X∗z 〉 =
4ω|ω|2(
|ω|2 (h2 + 1) + |∇h|2 e2Λ
)2WS3(X)
((ωz
ω
)
z¯
+
h2 + 1
4
e2Λ
)
. (35)
One can notice that a simple condition to ensure that isX∗ is conformal isWS3(X) =
0, that is X is a Willmore immersion. The computations for an immersion Φ in R3
(see (87)-(91)) bring to the forefront the quantity
W (Φ) = Hzz¯ +
|Ω|2 e−2λ
2
H ∈ R.
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We refer the reader to (95) for the proof that
WS3(X) =
|Φ|2 + 1
2
W(Φ).
4 Conformal Gauss map of Willmore Immersions
As the quantity W appears in several computations linked to the geometry of Y , it
is natural to study the conformal Gauss map of immersions satisfying W = 0 i.e.
Willmore immersions.
4.1 Willmore immersions
We first recall the definition of Willmore surfaces.
Definition 4.1. Let Φ : D → R3 be a conformal immersion of representation X
in S3 and Z in H3. Φ, X and Z are said to be Willmore immersions if W (Φ) = 0
(or equivalently, see (95), WS3(X) = 0).
In his studies of Willmore immersions, T. Rivie`re brought to light equations in
divergence form satisfied by Willmore immersions (see (7.15), (7.16) and (7.30c)
in [22]) and the conserved quantities associated. Later Y. Bernard showed in [2]
they could be seen as consequences of the invariance of the Willmore functional
W (Φ) =
∫
D
H2e2λdz under the action of the conformal group.
Theorem 4.1 ((7.15), (7.16) and (7.30c) in [22]). Let Φ : D→ R3 be a conformal
Willmore immersion. Then
div
(
∇ ~H − 3π~n
(
∇ ~H
)
+∇⊥~n× ~H
)
= 0,
div
(〈
∇ ~H − 3π~n
(
∇ ~H
)
+∇⊥~n× ~H,Φ
〉)
= 0
div
(
Φ×
(
∇ ~H − 3π~n
(
∇ ~H
)
+∇⊥~n× ~H
)
+ 2H∇⊥Φ
)
= 0
div
(
|Φ|2
(
∇ ~H − 3π~n
(
∇ ~H
)
+∇⊥~n× ~H
)
− 2
〈
∇ ~H − 3π~n
(
∇ ~H
)
+∇⊥~n× ~H,Φ
〉
Φ
+4Φ×
(
~n× A˚∇Φ
))
= 0.
(36)
This allows us to define the conserved quantities of Φ :
Vtra = ∇ ~H − 3π~n
(
∇ ~H
)
+∇⊥~n× ~H
Vdil =
〈
∇ ~H − 3π~n
(
∇ ~H
)
+∇⊥~n× ~H,Φ
〉
= 〈Vtra,Φ〉
Vrot = Φ×
(
∇ ~H − 3π~n
(
∇ ~H
)
+∇⊥~n× ~H
)
+ 2H∇⊥Φ = Φ× Vtra + 2H∇⊥Φ
Vinv = −|Φ|2
(
∇ ~H − 3π~n
(
∇ ~H
)
+∇⊥~n× ~H
)
+ 2
〈
∇ ~H − 3π~n
(
∇ ~H
)
+∇⊥~n× ~H,Φ
〉
Φ− 4Φ×
(
~n× A˚∇Φ
)
= −|Φ|2Vtra + 2VdilΦ− 4Φ×
(
~n× A˚∇Φ
)
.
(37)
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Remark 4.1. As suggested by the terminology Vtra follows from the invariance by
translations, Vdil the invariance by dilations, Vrot the invariance by rotations and
Vinv the invariance by transformations of the form x 7→ x−~a|x−~a|2 .
While Vtra = ∇ ~H − 3π~n
(
∇ ~H
)
+∇⊥~n× ~H is more apt to higher codimensions
generalizations, we will prefer another expression. Using (65) one has
Vtra = ∇ ~H − 3π~n
(
∇ ~H
)
+∇⊥~n× ~H
= −2∇H~n+H∇~n+H2∇Φ−HA˚∇Φ
= −2
(
∇H~n+HA˚∇Φ
)
.
(38)
There is a notion closely linked to Willmore immersions which will be useful
later, called conformal Willmore immersions.
Definition 4.2. Let Φ : D→ R3 be a conformal immersion of representation X in
S3 and Z in H3. Φ, X and Z are said to be conformal Willmore immersions if there
exists an holomorphic function F such that W (Φ) = ℜ (FΩe−2λ) (or equivalently,
see (95), an holomorphic function f such that WS3(X) = ℜ
(
fωe−2Λ
)
).
While Willmore immersions are critical points of the Willmore functional, con-
formal Willmore immersions are critical points of the Willmore functional in a con-
formal class and f acts as a Lagrange multiplier (see subsection X.7.4 in [19] for
more details).
4.2 Willmore and harmonic conserved quantities
Equality (88) (or equivalently (93)) yields the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2. Let Φ : D → R3 be a conformal immersion of representation X in
S3 and Z in H3. Then Φ is Willmore if and only if its conformal Gauss map Y is
minimal, that is if it is conformal and satisfies
Yzz¯ + 〈Yz , Yz¯〉Y = 0
which in real notations is tantamount to
∆Y + 〈∇Y.∇Y 〉Y = 0. (39)
Then assuming (39), for all i, j ∈ {1 . . . 5}
div (∇YiYj − Yi∇Yj) = ∆YiYj −∆YjYi = 0.
Y then satisfies the following conservation laws (that can actually be thought to
follow from the invariance group SO(4, 1) of the energy E(Y ) =
∫
D
〈∇Y.∇Y 〉 dz) :
div
(∇Y Y T − Y∇Y T ) = 0. (40)
These conservation laws stem from the seminal works of F. He´lein on harmonic
maps in the euclidean spheres (see [13] for an extensive study) and the generalization
of M. Zhu to harmonic maps in de Sitter spaces in [25].
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Theorem 4.3. Let Φ : D→ R3 be a Willmore immersion, conformal, of conformal
Gauss map Y . Let
µ =
(∇YiYj − Yi∇Yj) = ∇Y Y T − Y∇Y T .
Then
2µ =


U −Vtra−Vinv2 Vtra+Vinv2(
Vtra−Vinv
2
)T
0 Vdil
− (Vinv+Vtra2 )T −Vdil 0


where Vtra, Vdil, Vrot and Vinv are defined in theorem 36 and
U =

 0 −V˜rot 3 V˜rot 2V˜rot 3 0 −V˜rot 1
−V˜rot 2 V˜rot 1 0


with V˜rot = Vrot + 2∇⊥~n.
Proof. We decompose µ in blocks :
µ =

 P a b−aT 0 ω
−bT −ω 0

 ,
with P ∈ M3(R) antisymetric, a, b ∈ R3 and ω ∈ R. Let ǫ =


1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 −1

.
Then given any a, b ∈ R5,
aT ǫb = 〈a, b〉
where 〈., .〉 is the Lorentzian product in R4,1.
For any w ∈ R3
µǫ

w0
0

 =
〈
Y,

w0
0

〉∇Y −
〈
∇Y,

w0
0

〉Y
= 〈HΦ+ ~n,w〉

∇H


Φ
|Φ|2−1
2
|Φ|2+1
2

− A˚

 ∇Φ〈∇Φ,Φ〉
〈∇Φ,Φ〉




−
〈
∇HΦ− A˚∇Φ, w
〉H


Φ
|Φ|2−1
2
|Φ|2+1
2

 +

 ~n〈~n,Φ〉
〈~n,Φ〉



 ,
while
µǫ

w0
0

 =

 Pw−〈a, w〉
−〈b, w〉

 .
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Focusing on the first three coordinates yields
Pw = 〈HΦ+ ~n,w〉
[
∇HΦ− A˚∇Φ
]
−
〈
∇HΦ− A˚∇Φ, w
〉
[HΦ+ ~n]
= w ×
[
Φ×
(
∇H~n+HA˚∇Φ
)
+ ~n× A˚∇Φ
]
= −1
2
w ×
[
Φ× Vtra + 2A˚∇Φ× ~n
]
= −1
2
w × V˜rot
with V˜rot = Vrot − 2∇⊥~n = Φ× Vtra +2A˚∇Φ× ~n. With this valid for all w ∈ R3 we
deduce
P =
1
2

 0 −V˜rot 3 V˜rot 2V˜rot 3 0 −V˜rot 1
−V˜rot 2 V˜rot 1 0

 .
Similarly :
µǫ

01
1

 =
〈
Y,

01
1

〉∇Y −
〈
∇Y,

01
1

〉Y
= −H

∇H


Φ
|Φ|2−1
2
|Φ|2+1
2

− A˚

 ∇Φ〈∇Φ,Φ〉
〈∇Φ,Φ〉



+∇H

H


Φ
|Φ|2−1
2
|Φ|2+1
2

+

 ~n〈~n,Φ〉
〈~n,Φ〉




= ∇H

 ~n〈~n,Φ〉
〈~n,Φ〉

+HA˚

 ∇Φ〈∇Φ,Φ〉
〈∇Φ,Φ〉

 ,
while
µǫ

01
1

 =

a− b−ω
−ω

 .
Hence
a− b = −Vtra
2
,
ω =
Vdil
2
.
In an alike manner, computing in two ways µǫ

 01
−1

 yields
a+ b =
Vinv
2
.
Hence
a = −Vtra − Vinv
4
b =
Vinv + Vtra
4
.
To conclude we assemble all the previous results and reach
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2µ =


U −Vtra−Vinv2 Vtra+Vinv2(
Vtra−Vinv
2
)T
0 Vdil
− (Vinv+Vtra2 )T −Vdil 0


which is the desired result.
Remark 4.2. While Vrot stems from the invariance by rotation of the Willmore
energy W (Φ) =
∫
H2e2λdz2, V˜rot is a consequence of the invariance by rotation
of
∫ |Ω|2 e−2λdz2. These two functionals differ by a topological invariant and thus
have the same critical points, with the same set of conserved quantities. However
one might favor the second one since |Ω|2 e−2λdz2 is a pointwise conformal invariant
(unlike H2e2λdz2).
One of the advantages of this formulation is that it describes conveniently how
these conserved quantities change under the action of diffeomorphisms.
Theorem 4.4. Let Φ : D→ R3 be a Willmore immersion, conformal, of conformal
Gauss map Y . Let µ be as in theorem 4.3. Let ϕ ∈ Conf (R3 ∪ {∞}) and M ∈
SO(4, 1) associated. Let Yϕ be its conformal Gauss map and µϕ be as in theorem
4.3. Then
µϕ =MµM
T .
Proof. Using proposition 3.3 one has Yϕ =MY and since
µϕ = Yϕ (∇Yϕ)T −∇Yϕ (Yϕ)T =M
(
Y∇Y T −∇Y Y T )MT =MµMT .
As an example theorem 4.4 yields an alternative proof of a result by A. Michelat
and T. Rivie`re in [16] that describes the exchange laws of conserved quantities under
the action of the inversion at the origin.
Corollary 4.1. Let Φ : D→ R3 be a Willmore immersion, conformal, of conformal
Gauss map Y . Let ι : x 7→ x|x|2 be the inversion at the origin. Let V∗,ι be the
conserved quantity corresponding to the transformation ∗ for ι ◦ Φ. Then
Vtra, ι = Vinv
Vinv, ι = Vtra
Vdil, ι = −Vdil
V˜rot, ι = V˜rot.
Proof. One need only apply theorem 4.4 with ϕ = ι andM =Mι =

−Id 0 00 1 0
0 0 −1


(see (7)), and interpret the result with theorem 4.3.
On non simply-connected domains, each conserved quantity yields a correspond-
ing residual which follow the exchange law presented in corollary 4.1. The exchange
law of residuals was in fact the result obtained by A. Michelat and T. Rivie`re in
[16] and served as a key stepping stone for their classification of branched Willmore
spheres.
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4.3 Conformal dual immersion
As was pointed out in conclusion of subsection 3.4, a sufficient condition for X∗ to
be conformal is X Willmore. In that case Y is the conformal Gauss map of X∗.
Theorem 4.5. Let X : D → S3 be a Willmore immersion, conformal, of conformal
Gauss map Y . Then there exists a branched conformal Willmore immersion X∗ :
D → S3 such that Y is the conformal Gauss map of X∗. Then X∗ is called the
conformal dual immersion of X.
Proof. Taking X∗ as in theorem 3.8, and recalling (35) with X Willmore, one finds
X∗ conformal and enveloped by Y . Theorem 3.1 concludes.
Another way to see this is to understand that Y minimal means there are two
isotropic directions in which Y has zero mean curvature, meaning Y is the conformal
Gauss map of two immersions, according to theorem 3.9. One is X , the other is its
conformal dual.
4.4 Bryant’s functional
R. Bryant introduced in his seminal paper [5] a holomorphic quantity with far-
reaching properties whose study has proven fertile.
Definition 4.3. Let X : D → S3 be a conformal immersion of representation Φ
in R3 and Z in H3 and of conformal Gauss map Y . The Bryant functional of X
(respectively Φ, Z) is defined as
Q := 〈Yzz, Yzz〉 .
In fact R. Bryant introduced the quartic
〈
∂2Y, ∂2Y
〉
= Qdz4. For our purposes
studying Q is enough.
One can draw a parallel between constant mean curvature immersions and Will-
more immersions. Indeed while for a CMC immersion, the Gauss map is minimal,
for a Willmore immersion the conformal Gauss map is. The Bryant functional allows
us to further this comparison, as it is analogous to the Hopf functional. While the
Hopf functional of a CMC immersion is holomorphic, the Bryant’s functional (or
Byrant’s quartic) of a Willmore functional is holomorphic.
Proposition 4.6. If X is Willmore then Q is holomorphic.
Proof. If X is Willmore then necessarily Yzz¯ = −〈Yz , Yz¯〉Y , and then
Yzzz¯ = (Yzz¯)z = −(〈Yz, Yz¯〉)zY − 〈Yz, Yz¯〉Yz
and since Y is conformal
〈Yzz , Yz〉 = 1
2
(〈Yz, Yz〉)z = 0,
and
〈Yzz, Y 〉 = (〈Yz , Y 〉)z − 〈Yz, Yz〉 = 0.
Then
Qz¯ = 2 〈Yzzz¯, Yzz〉 = 0.
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Using expression (102) in any orthonormal isotropic frame (ν, ν∗) (that is satis-
fying 〈ν, ν∗〉 = −1) of the normal bundle of Y :
Yzz = 2LzYz − Ων
2
ν∗ − Ων∗
2
ν,
one finds
Q = −ΩνΩν∗
2
. (41)
Taking ν and ν∗ as in susection 3.4 and using (33) and (34) further yields
Q = ω2e−2Λ
((ωz
ω
)
z¯
+
h2 + 1
4
e2Λ
)
= (ωzz¯ω − ωzωz¯) e−2Λ + ω2h
2 + 1
4
.
(42)
The converse of proposition 4.6 is not true.
Proposition 4.7. Q is holomorphic if and only if there exists a holomorphic func-
tion f on D such that
WS3 (X) = ωfe−2Λ. (43)
Proof. We once again use the notations of subsection A with ν and ν∗ defined in
(26) and (27). Then as before
Qz¯ = 2 〈Yzzz¯ , Yzz〉 ,
and using (30) (32) and (103) :
Qz¯ = 2
〈(
WS3(X)ν −
|ω|2e−2Λ
2
Y
)
z
, Yzz
〉
= 2WS3(X) 〈νz, Yzz〉+ 2 (WS3(X))z 〈ν, Yzz〉 .
Using (96) and ν =
(
X
1
)
yields
〈νz , Yzz〉 = −1
2
(
ωe−2Λ
)
z
e2Λ.
Further by (33) 〈ν, Yzz〉 = ω2 . Hence
Qz¯ = (WS3(X))z ω −WS3(X)
(
ωe−2Λ
)
z
e2Λ
= e2Λω2
(WS3(X)
ωe−2Λ
)
z
.
To conclude Q holomorphic implies
(
W
S3
(X)
ωe−2Λ
)
z
= 0, which means there exists f
holomorphic such that
WS3(X)
ωe−2Λ
= f
which concludes the proof.
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This result follow from the work of C. Bohle (see [4]). A. Michelat found an
equivalent condition in [15].
Proposition 4.7 bears striking resemblance to the definition 4.2 of conformal
Willmore immersions, with the added condition that fω ∈ R. This might be better
understood with the notion of isothermic immersions, which we study in the fashion
of T. Rivie`re ((I.4) in [21]).
Definition 4.4. A conformal immersion Φ of the disk D into R3 (or equivalently X
into S3) is said to be isothermic if around each point of D there exists a local confor-
mal reparametrization such that Ω ∈ R (equivalently ω ∈ R). Such a parametrization
will be called isothermic, or in isothermic coordinates.
Isothermic immersions can be conveniently caracterized (Proposition I.1 in [21]).
Proposition 4.8. A conformal immersion Φ of the disk D into R3 (or equivalently
X into S3) is isothermic if and only if there exists a non zero holomorphic function
F on D such that
ℑ (FΩ) = 0.
Equivalently X is isothermic if and only if there exists a non zero holomorphic
function f on D such that
ℑ (fω) = 0.
In fact away from its zeros,
√
f yields the conformal reparametrization into isother-
mic coordinates.
Then (43) not only yields that X is conformal Willmore, but either f is null and
then X is Willmore, or there exists a non null holomorphic f such that fω ∈ R,
that is ℑ (fω) = 0 i.e. X is isothermic.
Corollary 4.2. If Q is holomorphic then either X is Willmore, or X is conformal
Willmore and isothermic.
5 Conformally constant mean curvature immersions
Let X : D → S3 of representation Φ in R3, Z in H3 without umbilic points and
of conformal Gauss map Y . In this section our aim is to find a necessary and
sufficient condition to have one of the three representations be conformally CMC in
its immersion space.
Let us first focus on finding a set of necessary conditions. Thanks to theorem
3.6, we know it is equivalent to the fact that Y lies in a hyperplane of R4,1. That is
there exists constants v ∈ R4,1\{0} and η ∈ R such that
〈Y, v〉 = η. (44)
Since v and η are constants, differentiating (44) yields
〈Yz, v〉 = 0 (45)
and
〈Yz¯ , v〉 = 0. (46)
One can write v in the moving frame (Y, Yz, Yz¯, ν, ν
∗) with ν and ν∗ defined in (26)
and (27) :
v = lY +mYz + nYz¯ + aν + bν
∗.
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Applying (44), (45) and (46) yields
l = η
m = 0
n = 0
And thus
v = ηY + aν + bν∗. (47)
v can be taken such that
〈v, v〉 = κ =


1 if v is spacelike
0 if v is lightlike
− 1 if v is timelike.
From this decomposition we will deduce characterizations of a and b. Since v is
constant one can differentiate (47) and put formulas (108) and (113) to effect :
0 = (η − aHν − bHν∗)Yz + (az − a 〈νz, ν∗〉) ν + (bz − b 〈ν∗z , ν〉) ν∗ −
(aΩν + bΩν∗)
|ω|2e−2Λ Yz¯
=
(
η +
2bWS3 (X)
|ω|2e−2Λ
)
Yz + (az − a 〈νz, ν∗〉) ν + (bz − b 〈ν∗z , ν〉) ν∗ −
(aΩν + bΩν∗)
|ω|2e−2Λ Yz¯
with (30) and (32). Further since 〈ν∗z , ν〉 = (〈ν, ν∗〉)z −〈νz, ν∗〉 = ωzω , using (28), we
find
0 =
(
η +
2bWS3 (X)
|ω|2e−2Λ
)
Yz +
(
az + a
ωz
ω
)
ν +
(
bz − bωz
ω
)
ν∗ − (aΩν + bΩν∗)|ω|2e−2Λ Yz¯.
Besides
〈v, v〉 = η2 − 2ab,
and since Y , ν and ν∗ are bounded in R5 away from umbilic points, a, b <∞. Then
a, b are real functions and η a real constant such that
az + a
ωz
ω
= 0, (48)
bz − bωz
ω
= 0, (49)
2bWS3(X) + η|ω|2e−2Λ = 0, (50)
aΩν + bΩν∗ = 0, (51)
ab = −〈v, v〉 − η
2
2
real constant. (52)
One can recast (48) as azω + aωz = 0, or rather since a ∈ R
az¯ω + aωz¯ = 0.
This yields
(aω)z¯ = 0,
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i.e. there exists f : D→ C holomorphic (since aω <∞) such that
aω = f. (53)
One then has fω = aωω = a|ω|2 ∈ R since a ∈ R. Then according to proposition
4.8, unless f = 0 on D, X is isothermic. Working similarly on (49) one finds there
exists g holomorphic (since b <∞ and ω 6= 0 by hypothesis) on D such that
b = gω. (54)
Then, if g is not null on D, working away from its zeros yields
1
g
ω =
|ω|2
b
∈ R
since b ∈ R. Then according to proposition 4.8 X is isothermic. So unless f = g = 0
on D, X is isothermic. If f = g = 0, then (50) ensures η = 0 which in turn yields
v = 0, a case excluded from the start of this reasoning. As a consequence we get
our first necessary condition :
X is isothermic.
To go further one can reframe (50) in terms of f and g. Indeed
2bWS3(X) + η|ω|2e−2Λ = ω
(
2gWS3(X) + ηωe−2Λ
)
with ω 6= 0 ensuring that (50) is equivalent to
2gWS3(X) + ηωe−2Λ = 0.
This implies that if g(z0) = 0 for any given z0 in D, then η = 0, and with (51)
f(z0) = 0. So v(z0) = 0 and since v is a constant v = 0, which is a contradiction.
Then g has no zero on D. Letting ϕ = 1
g
be a holomorphic function on D, one finds
(50) to be equivalent to
WS3(X) = −
η
2
ϕωe−2Λ =
(
−η
2
ϕ
)
ωe−2Λ. (55)
Consequently, proposition 4.7 implies our second necessary condition
Q is holomorphic.
Similarly
aΩν + bΩν∗ = aω
Ων
ω
+
b
ω
ωΩν∗
= aω +
b
ω
ΩνΩν∗ using (33)
= aω − 2 b
ω
Q using (41).
This yields that (51) is equivalent to
Q = aω
2
2b
=
f
2g
=
fg
2g2
=
1
2
abϕ2 =
η2 − κ
4
ϕ2. (56)
Summing up our analysis has given us two necessary conditions :
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• X is isothermic, with ϕω ∈ R
• Q is holomorphic, with Q = η2−κ4 ϕ2.
Let us show they are necessary.
Let X be an isothermic immersion such that Q is holomorphic. Our aim is to
write Q and WS3(X) in the forms respectively of (56) and (55).
Since X is isothermic there exists a non null holomorphic function ϕ0 such that
R := ϕ0ω ∈ R.
Claim 1 : there exists a constant m ∈ R such that Q = mϕ20.
Proof. We will write Q as a function of ϕ, using (42) :
Q = (ωzz¯ω − ωzωz¯) e−2Λ + ω2h
2 + 1
4
Since ω = R
ϕ0
,
ωz =
Rz
ϕ0
ωz¯ =
Rz¯
ϕ0
− ∂zϕ0R
ϕ20
ωzz¯ =
Rzz¯
ϕ0
− ∂zϕ0Rz
ϕ20
.
Thus
ωzz¯ω − ωzωz¯ = R
ϕ0
(
Rzz¯
ϕ0
− ∂zϕ0Rz
ϕ20
)
− Rz
ϕ0
(
Rz¯
ϕ0
− ∂zϕ0R
ϕ20
)
=
Rzz¯R−RzRz¯
ϕ20
=
(
Rzz¯R−RzRz¯
|ϕ0|4
)
ϕ20.
(57)
As announced Q can be expressed :
Q = (Rzz¯R−RzRz¯) e
−2Λ + h
2+1
4 R
2
|ϕ0|4
ϕ20. (58)
Since R ∈ R, (Rzz¯R−RzRz¯)e
−2Λ+h
2+1
4
R2
|ϕ0|
4 is real. Further(
(Rzz¯R−RzRz¯) e−2Λ + h2+14 R2
|ϕ0|4
)
z¯
=
( Q
ϕ20
)
z¯
= 0
sinceQ and ϕ0 are holomorphic. As a real holomorphic function (Rzz¯R−RzRz¯)e
−2Λ+h
2+1
4
R2
|ϕ0|
4
is necessarily a constant that we will denote m. This proves claim 1.
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Claim 2 : There exists n ∈ R such that WS3(X) = nωϕ0e−2Λ.
Proof. Proposition 4.7 yields f holomorphic on D such that
WS3(X) = ωfe−2Λ.
Using ω = R
ϕ0
one deduces
(
f
ϕ0
)
=
WS3(X)
Re−2Λ
∈ R.
Since f
ϕ0
is holomorphic, there exists n ∈ R such that f = nϕ0, which proves claim
2.
Claim 3 : There exists λ ∈ R, κ ∈ {−1, 0, 1} and η ∈ R such that
WS3(X) = −λη2ωϕ0e−2Λ and Q = η
2−κ
4 λ
2ϕ20.
Proof. If n2 −m 6= 0, let λ = 2
√
|n2 −m|, κ = sg(n2 −m) and η = −2n
λ
. Then
n = −λη2 and
m = − (n2 −m)+ n2
= −λ
2κ
4
+ λ2
η2
4
= λ2
η2 − κ
4
.
If n2 = m, let κ = 0, λ = 1, η = −2n, which concludes the proof of claim 3.
In the following we set ϕ = λϕ0.
Claim 4 : v = ηY + η
2−κ
2
ϕ
ω
ϕν + ω
ϕ
ν∗ is a constant vector in R4,1.
Proof. Since η ∈ R,
a :=
η2 − κ
2
ϕ
ω
=
η2 − κ
2
|ϕ|2
ωϕ
∈ R
and
b :=
ω
ϕ
=
ωϕ
|ϕ|2 ∈ R,
v does belong in R4,1. Further
az¯ + a
ωz¯
ω
=
η2 − κ
2
ϕ
(−ωz¯
ω2
+
ωz¯
ω2
)
= 0
and
bz¯ − bωz¯
ω
=
1
ϕ
(ωz¯ − ωz¯) = 0,
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meaning that a and b satisfy (48) and (49). Besides
2bWS3(X) + η|ω|2e−2Λ = −2
η
2
ωϕe−2Λ
ω
ϕ
+ η|ω|2e−2Λ = 0
since by design, see claim 3, WS3(X) = − η2ωϕe−2Λ = − η2ωϕe−2Λ. v must then
satisfy (50). Once more by construction Q satisfies (56), which was shown to be
equivalent to (51). v then satisfies : vz = 0, and v is a constant in R
4,1, which proves
claim 4.
Y is then hyperplanar and according to theorem 3.6 X is conformally CMC in
a space depending entirely on 〈v, v〉 = κ. κ can be expressed explicitely from Q et
WS3(X). Indeed
(WS3(X))2 − ω2e−4ΛQ =
η2
4
ω2ϕ2e−4Λ − η
2 − κ
4
ϕ2ω2e−4Λ using Claim 3
= κ
(
ϕωe−2Λ
2
)2
.
Since ϕω ∈ R∗,
(
ϕωe−2Λ
2
)2
∈ R∗+ and necessarily :
κ = sg
(
(WS3(X))2 − ω2e−4ΛQ
)
. (59)
We deduce the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Let X be a smooth conformal immersion on D in S3, and Φ (respec-
tively Z) its representation in R3 (respectively H3) through π (respectively π˜). We
assume that X (or equivalently, see (71) and (84), Φ or Z) has no umbilic point.
One of the representation of X is conformally CMC in its ambiant space if and only
if Q is holomorphic and X is isothermic. More precisely (WS3(X))2 − ω2e−4ΛQ is
then necessarily real and
• Φ is conformally CMC (respectively minimal) in R3 if and only if
(WS3(X))2 − ω2e−4ΛQ = 0.
• X is conformally CMC (respectively minimal) in S3 if and only if
(WS3(X))2 − ω2e−4ΛQ < 0.
• Z is conformally CMC (respectively minimal) in H3 if and only if
(WS3(X))2 − ω2e−4ΛQ > 0.
Conformally minimal immersions satisfy WS3(X) = 0.
Notice especially that according to our analysisX isothermic and Q holomorphic
heavily determines Q. As a matter of fact it ensures that ω2Q ∈ R. Accordingly
one can slightly change the hypotheses of theorem 5.1.
Theorem 5.2. Let X be a smooth conformal immersion on D in S3, and Φ (respec-
tively Z) its representation in R3 (respectively H3) through π (respectively π˜). We
assume X (or equivalently, see (71) and (84), Φ or Z) has no umbilic point. One
of the representation of X is conformally CMC in its ambiant space if and only if
Q is holomorphic and ω2Q ∈ R. More precisely
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• Φ is conformally CMC (respectively minimal) in R3 if and only if
(WS3(X))2 − ω2e−4ΛQ = 0.
• X is conformally CMC (respectively minimal) in S3 if and only if
(WS3(X))2 − ω2e−4ΛQ < 0.
• Z is conformally CMC (respectively minimal) in H3 if and only if
(WS3(X))2 − ω2e−4ΛQ > 0.
Conformally minimal immersions satisfy WS3(X) = 0.
Proof. If X is conformally CMC, then Q is holomorphic and (WS3(X))2−ω2e−4ΛQ
is real according to theorem 5.1. Then since WS3(X) ∈ R, ω2Q ∈ R.
Conversely assume that Q is holomorphic and ω2Q ∈ R. Then using corollary
4.2, X is isothermic and conformal Willmore or Willmore. If X is isothermic, the
theorem is proved with theorem 5.1. Let us then assume that X is Willmore. Let
us first assume that Q is non null. Away from the zeros of Q, ω2Q does not cancel
and is then of fixed sign, and
√Q is holomorphic. Then
(
ω
√Q
)2
∈ R∗,
and thus
ω
√Q ∈ R or iR.
There exists then a non null holomorphic function (ϕ =
√Q or ϕ = i√Q) such that
ωϕ ∈ R. The theorem is then proved with theorem 5.1. The case X Willmore and
Q = 0 is now the only one left. Using theorem C in [5] yields Φ conformally minimal
in R3. This concludes the proof.
A Appendix
A.1 Formulas in R3
Let Φ : D → R3 be a smooth conformal immersion. Let ~n = Φz×Φz¯
i|Φz |
2 denote its
Gauss map (with × the classical vectorial product in R3), λ = 12 log
(
2 |Φz |2
)
its
conformal factor and H =
〈
Φzz¯
|Φz|
2 , ~n
〉
its mean curvature. Its tracefree curvature is
defined as follows
Ω := 2 〈Φzz, ~n〉 .
Then
~nz = −HΦz − Ωe−2λΦz¯, (60)
Φzz¯ = H
e2λ
2
~n, (61)
Φzz = 2λzΦz +
Ω
2
~n (62)
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and Gauss-Codazzi can be written
Ωz¯e
−2λ = Hz. (63)
Further if we write the second fundamental form of Φ, A = 〈∇2Φ, ~n〉 such that
e−2λA =
(
ǫ ϕ
ϕ γ
)
,
then
H =
ǫ+ γ
2
,
A˚ =
(
ǫ−γ
2 ϕ
ϕ γ−ǫ2
)
,
with A˚ the tracefree second fundamental form defined in (9) and
∇~n = −H∇Φ− A˚∇Φ =
(
ǫΦx + ϕΦy
ϕΦx + γΦy
)
= −H∇Φ−
(
ǫ−γ
2 Φx + ϕΦy
ϕΦx − ǫ−γ2 Φy
)
.
(64)
We can check
~n× A˚∇Φ = ~n×
(
ǫ−γ
2 Φx + ϕΦy
ϕΦx − ǫ−γ2 Φy
)
=
(
ǫ−γ
2 Φy − ϕΦx
ϕΦy +
ǫ−γ
2 Φx
)
and notice
∇⊥~n = −H∇⊥Φ− ~n× A˚∇Φ. (65)
A.2 Formulas in S3
Let Φ : D→ R3 be a smooth conformal immersion and X = π−1 ◦Φ : D→ S3.
Let Λ := 12 log
(
2 |Xz|2
)
be its conformal factor, ~N such that
(
X, e−ΛXx, e
−ΛXy, ~N
)
is a direct orthonormal basis of R4 its Gauss map, h =
〈
Xzz¯
|Xz|
2 , ~N
〉
its mean curvature
and ω := 2 〈Xzz, ~n〉 its tracefree curvature. Then
X :=
1
1 + |Φ|2
(
2Φ
|Φ|2 − 1
)
(66)
which yields
Xz = dπ
−1 (Φz) =
2
1 + |Φ|2
(
Φz
0
)
− 4〈Φz,Φ〉3
(1 + |Φ|2)2
(
Φ
−1
)
. (67)
Since π is conformal,
〈
dπ−1 (Φz) , dπ
−1 (~n)
〉
= 〈Φz, ~n〉 = 0. Then ~N = dπ
−1(~n)
|dπ−1(~n)|
and thus
~N =
(
~n
0
)
− 2〈~n,Φ〉
1 + |Φ|2
(
Φ
−1
)
. (68)
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Using the corresponding definitions we successively deduce
e2Λ = 2 〈Xz, Xz¯〉 = 4
(1 + |Φ|2)2 e
2λ, (69)
h =
〈
Xzz¯
|Xz|2
, ~N
〉
=
|Φ|2 + 1
2
H + 〈~n,Φ〉3 (70)
ω = 2
〈
Xzz, ~N
〉
=
2Ω
1 + |Φ|2 . (71)
Then one can compute
h
(
X
1
)
+
(
~N
0
)
=
( |Φ|2 + 1
2
H + 〈~n,Φ〉
)
2Φ
1+|Φ|2
|Φ|2−1
1+|Φ|2
1

+

~n−
2〈~n,Φ〉
1+|Φ|2Φ
2〈~n,Φ〉
1+|Φ|2
0


=


HΦ+ 2〈~n,Φ〉1+|Φ|2Φ
H |Φ|
2−1
2 + 〈~n,Φ〉 |Φ|
2−1
1+|Φ|2
H |Φ|
2+1
2 + 〈~n,Φ〉

+

~n−
2〈~n,Φ〉
1+|Φ|2Φ
2〈~n,Φ〉
1+|Φ|2
0


= H


Φ
|Φ|2−1
2
|Φ|2+1
2

+

 ~n〈~n,Φ〉
〈~n,Φ〉

 .
(72)
Which shows that
Y = h
(
X
1
)
+
(
N
0
)
. (73)
One may wish to compute in S3 without going through Φ. The relevant formulas
then are
~Nz = −hXz − ωe−2ΛXz¯ , (74)
Xzz¯ = h
e2Λ
2
~N − e
2Λ
2
X, (75)
Xzz = 2ΛzXz +
ω
2
~N, (76)
and Gauss-Codazzi can be written
ωz¯e
−2Λ = hz. (77)
A.3 Mean curvature of a sphere in S3
Let σ be a sphere in S3. Up to an isometry of S3 σ can be assumed to be a sphere
centered on the south pole S of radius r ≤ π2 . Then π ◦ σ is a sphere of R3 centered
on the origin of radius R ≤ 1. It can be conformally parametrized over R2 ∪∞ by
Φ(x, y) = R1+x2+y2

 2x2y
x2 + y2 − 1

, of constant mean curvature H = 1
R
. Then σ is
conformally parametrized by
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X =
1
1 +R2

 2R1+x2+y2

 2x2y
x2 + y2 − 1


R2 − 1

 .
One can easily compute using basic trigonometry the tangent of r (see drawing
to insert) and find
tan (r) =
2R
1−R2 .
Computing h at any point (x, y) using (70) yields with H = 1
R
, ~n = −Φ
R
h =
R2 + 1
2R
−R = 1
tan(r)
for any (x, y).
Since neither h nor r change under the action of isometries, any sphere σ of S3
of radius r has constant mean curvature
h = cotan(r). (78)
A.4 Formulas in H3
Let Φ : D→ R3 be a smooth conformal immersion and Z = π˜−1 ◦Φ : D→ H3.
Then
Z :=
1
1− |Φ|2
(
2Φ
|Φ|2 + 1
)
(79)
which yields
Zz =
2
1− |Φ|2
(
Φz
0
)
+
4〈Φz,Φ〉
(1− |Φ|2)2
(
Φ
1
)
. (80)
Since π˜ is conformal,
〈
dπ˜−1 (~n) , Zz
〉
= 〈Φz, ~n〉 = 0. Then ~nZ = dπ˜
−1(~n)
|dπ˜−1(~n)| and
thus
~nZ =
(
~n
0
)
+
2〈~n,Φ〉
1− |Φ|2
(
Φ
1
)
. (81)
Using the corresponding definition we successively deduce
e2λ
Z
=
4
(1− |Φ|2)2 e
2λ, (82)
HZ =
1− |Φ|2
2
H − 〈~n,Φ〉, (83)
ΩZ =
2Ω
1− |Φ|2 . (84)
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Then one can compute
HZ

Zh−1
Z4

 +

~nZh0
~nZ4

 = (1− |Φ|2
2
H − 〈~n,Φ〉
)
2Φ
1−|Φ|2
−1
|Φ|2+1
1−|Φ|2

+

~n+
2〈~n,Φ〉
1−|Φ|2Φ
0
2〈~n,Φ〉
1−|Φ|2


=


HΦ− 2〈~n,Φ〉1−|Φ|2Φ
− 1−|Φ|22 H + 〈~n,Φ〉
H |Φ|
2+1
2 − 〈~n,Φ〉 |Φ|
2+1
1−|Φ|2

+

~n+
2〈~n,Φ〉
1−|Φ|2Φ
0
2〈~n,Φ〉
1−|Φ|2


= H


Φ
|Φ|2−1
2
|Φ|2+1
2

+

 ~n〈~n,Φ〉
〈~n,Φ〉

 .
(85)
Which shows that
Y = HZ

Zh−1
Z4

+

~nZh0
~nZ4

 . (86)
A.5 Computations for the conformal Gauss map
Let Φ : D → R3 be a smooth conformal immersion of representation X in S3
and of conformal Gauss map Y .
Let us first use the expression (16). Then
Yz = Hz


Φ
|Φ|2−1
2
|Φ|2+1
2

+H

 Φz〈Φz ,Φ〉
〈Φz ,Φz〉

+

 ~nz〈~nz,Φ〉
〈~nz,Φ〉


and using (60)
Yz = Hz


Φ
|Φ|2−1
2
|Φ|2+1
2

− Ωe−2λ

 Φz¯〈Φz¯ ,Φ〉
〈Φz¯ ,Φ〉

 . (87)
Using (63) and (62) we compute
Yzz¯ = Hzz¯


Φ
|Φ|2−1
2
|Φ|2+1
2

− |Ω|2
2
e−2λ

 ~n〈~n,Φ〉
〈~n,Φ〉


=W(Φ)


Φ
|Φ|2−1
2
|Φ|2+1
2

− |Ω|2 e−2λ
2
Y
(88)
where
W(Φ) = Hzz¯ + |Ω|
2 e−2λ
2
H ∈ R. (89)
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On the other hand
Yzz = Hzz


Φ
|Φ|2−1
2
|Φ|2+1
2

+Hz

 Φz〈Φz,Φ〉
〈Φz,Φ〉

 − (Ωe−2λ)
z

 Φz¯〈Φz¯,Φ〉
〈Φz¯,Φ〉


− Ω

H
2

 ~n〈~n,Φ〉
〈~n,Φ〉

+ 1
2

01
1




(90)
using (61). Then if we define Bryant’s functional as Q = 〈Yzz, Yzz〉 we find
Q = HzzΩ−Hz
(
Ωe−2λ
)
z
e2λ +Ω
H2
4
=
(
Ωz¯e
−2λ
)
z
Ω− Ωz¯
(
Ωe−2λ
)
z
+Ω
H2
4
using (63)
= (Ωzz¯Ω− ΩzΩz¯) e−2λ +ΩH
2
4
= Ω2e−2λ
(
Ωz
Ω
)
z¯
+Ω
H2
4
= Ω2e−2λ
(
Ωz¯
Ω
)
z
+Ω
H2
4
.
(91)
We will now compute using expression (86). Then
Yz = hz
(
X
1
)
+ h
(
Xz
1
)
+
(
~Nz
0
)
and using (74)
Yz = hz
(
X
1
)
− ωe−2Λ
(
Xz¯
0
)
. (92)
Using (77) and (76) we compute
Yzz¯ = hzz¯
(
X
1
)
− |ω|
2
2
e−2Λ
(
~N
0
)
=WS3(X)
(
X
1
)
− |ω|
2
e−2Λ
2
Y
(93)
where
WS3(X) = hzz¯ +
|ω|2 e−2Λ
2
h ∈ R. (94)
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Notice that using (69), (70) and (71)
WS3(X) =
( |Φ|2 + 1
2
H + 〈~n,Φ〉
)
zz¯
+
( |Φ|2 + 1
2
H + 〈~n,Φ〉
) |Ω|2e−2λ
2
=
( |Φ|2 + 1
2
Hz + 〈Φz ,Φ〉H + 〈~nz ,Φ〉
)
z¯
+
|Φ|2 + 1
2
H
|Ω|2e−2λ
2
+ 〈~n,Φ〉 |Ω|
2e−2λ
2
=
( |Φ|2 + 1
2
Hz − Ωe−2λ〈Φz¯,Φ〉
)
z¯
+
|Φ|2 + 1
2
H
|Ω|2e−2λ
2
+ 〈~n,Φ〉 |Ω|
2e−2λ
2
=
|Φ|2 + 1
2
W(Φ) + 〈Φz¯ ,Φ〉Hz − Ωz¯e−2λ〈Φz¯ ,Φ〉 − |Ω|
2e−2λ
2
〈~n,Φ〉
+ 〈~n,Φ〉 |Ω|
2e−2λ
2
=
|Φ|2 + 1
2
W(Φ),
(95)
using (60) to obtain the third equality and (77) to conclude. On the other hand
Yzz = hzz
(
X
1
)
+ hz
(
Xz
0
)
− (ωe−2Λ)
z
(
Xz¯
0
)
− ω
(
h
2
(
~N
0
)
− 1
2
(
X
0
))
(96)
using (61). Then if we define Q = 〈Yzz, Yzz〉 we find, once more by applying (77),
Q = hzzω − hz
(
ωe−2Λ
)
z
e2Λ + ω2
h2 + 1
4
=
(
ωz¯e
−2Λ
)
z
ω − ωz¯
(
ωe−2Λ
)
z
+ ω2
h2 + 1
4
= (ωzz¯ω − ωzωz¯) e−2Λ + ω2h
2 + 1
4
= ω2e−2Λ
(ωz
ω
)
z¯
+ ω2
h2 + 1
4
= ω2e−2Λ
(ωz¯
ω
)
z
+ ω2
h2 + 1
4
.
(97)
A.6 Formulas in S4,1
This section is devoted to computations for spacelike immersions in S4,1 without
relying on their being the conformal Gauss map of a given immersion.
Let Y : D → S4,1 be a smooth-spacelike conformal immersion, that is Y satisfies
〈Yz , Yz〉 = 0
and
〈Yz, Yz¯〉 =: e
2L
2
> 0.
Let ν, ν∗ ∈ C4,1 such that e = (Y, Yz , Yz¯, ν, ν∗) is an orthogonal frame of R4,1, that
is
〈Y, ν〉 = 〈Yz , ν〉 = 〈Yz¯ , ν〉 = 〈ν, ν〉 = 0
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and
〈Y, ν∗〉 = 〈Yz , ν∗〉 = 〈Yz¯ , ν∗〉 = 〈ν∗, ν∗〉 = 0.
We define successively the tracefree curvature in the direction ν
Ων = 2 〈Yzz, ν〉 , (98)
the tracefree curvature in the direction ν∗
Ων∗ = 2 〈Yzz, ν∗〉 , (99)
the mean curvature in the direction ν
Hν = 2e
−2L 〈Yzz¯ , ν〉 , (100)
and the mean curvature in the direction ν∗
Hν∗ = 2e
−2L 〈Yzz , ν∗〉 . (101)
Then
Yzz = 2LzYz + Ων
2〈ν, ν∗〉ν
∗ +
Ων∗
2〈ν, ν∗〉ν, (102)
and
Yzz¯ =
Hνe
2L
2〈ν, ν∗〉ν
∗ +
Hν∗e
2L
2〈ν, ν∗〉ν −
e2L
2
Y. (103)
Further
〈νz, Y 〉 = (〈ν, Y 〉)z − 〈ν, Yz〉 = 0, (104)
and with (102),
〈νz, Yz〉 = (〈ν, Yz〉)z − 〈ν, Yzz〉
= −2Lz 〈ν, Yz〉 − Ων
2〈ν, ν∗〉 〈ν, ν
∗〉 − Ω
∗
ν
2〈ν, ν∗〉 〈ν, ν〉
= −Ων
2
,
(105)
while with (103),
〈νz, Yz¯〉 = (〈ν, Yz¯〉)z − 〈ν, Yzz¯〉
= − Hνe
2L
2〈ν, ν∗〉 〈ν, ν
∗〉
= −Hνe
2L
2
,
(106)
and
〈νz, ν〉 = (〈ν, ν〉)z − 〈ν, νz〉,
meaning
〈νz , ν〉 = 0. (107)
Combining (104), (105), (106) and (107) yields
νz = −〈νz, ν∗〉 ν −HνYz − Ωνe−2LYz¯. (108)
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Similarly
〈ν∗z , Y 〉 = (〈ν∗, Y 〉)z − 〈ν∗, Yz〉 = 0, (109)
and with (102),
〈ν∗z , Yz〉 = (〈ν∗, Yz〉)z − 〈ν∗, Yzz〉
= −2Lz 〈ν∗, Yz〉 − Ων
∗
2〈ν, ν∗〉 〈ν, ν
∗〉 − Ων
2〈ν, ν∗〉 〈ν
∗, ν∗〉
= −Ων∗
2
,
(110)
while with (103)
〈ν∗z , Yz¯〉 = (〈ν∗, Yz¯〉)z − 〈ν∗, Yzz¯〉
= −Hν∗e
2L
2〈ν, ν∗〉 〈ν, ν
∗〉
= −Hν∗e
2L
2
,
(111)
〈ν∗z ν∗〉 = 0, (112)
ν∗z = −〈ν∗z , ν〉 ν∗ −Hν∗Yz − Ων∗e−2LYz¯. (113)
Then
〈νz , νz〉 = HνΩν
〈ν∗z , ν∗z 〉 = Hν∗Ων∗ .
(114)
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